Commentary: A neural marker of medical visual expertise
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Recently we identified a neural marker of medical visual expertise, that is, a distinctive pattern of brain activity that appears when a specialist reads images from her area of expertise¹. The timing and location of the activity points to a conspicuous but neglected aspect of diagnostic image interpretation: it draws not only on conceptual knowledge and clinical reasoning, but also vision. Pulmonology educators should incorporate this fact in the education of their trainees. Decades of research on superior performance demonstrate how perceptual expertise develops and how it is trained across several domains. The eclectic group of experts who have been studied include fingerprint analysts, chicken sexers, birders, and lepidopterists, among others, and too rarely, medical specialists such as radiologists and the pulmonologists and cardiologists that we studied²⁻⁶. The models and evidence emerging from this field should guide instructional designers in the same way that models and evidence of cognition guide the instruction of conceptual knowledge and clinical reasoning. Currently, they do not. In this commentary we introduce some of the frameworks that have shaped research on perceptual expertise, and we summarize relevant evidence. Our discussion extends to the three senses relevant for pulmonary diagnosis: seeing, hearing, and touching.

One way that educators improve medical training is by studying experts—those who demonstrate consistently superior performance in a domain relative to other domains and relative to novices⁷. Educators identify the components of expert performance, and these become curricular foci. Perceptual abilities are sometimes among these components. For instance, the competency statement developed by the American College of Cardiology specifies the minimum knowledge necessary for competence in interpreting ECGs. It reads: "Electrocardiographic interpretation requires a basic knowledge of electrocardiographic technology, cardiac anatomy and electrophysiology, and the ability to recognize diagnostic patterns on a 12-lead tracing"⁸. This imperative, notably, emerged from their review of the literature which concluded that multiple cardiologists reading the same ECG often vary substantially, and further, one cardiologist reading the same ECG on multiple occasions can have substantively different interpretations⁹.

For some tasks, superior means of perceiving and processing information are the things that separate experts from novices, and this gives rise to the term perceptual expertise. Perceptual experts are those who are able to make fine distinctions among perceptually
similar stimuli consistently and accurately. Across several decades, researchers have examined experts in gesture, active touch, audition, and vision, including sommeliers, readers of braille, fretted instrument players, and the sample of visual experts we listed previously1-6, 10-12. Together this research is culminating in a rich understanding of the behavioral, cognitive, and neural components of perceptual expertise.

Pulmonologists routinely enact multiple forms of perceptual expertise in their practice. Auditory expertise is required to detect adventitious lung sounds during auscultation or to categorize a crackle as fine or coarse and thereby diagnose pneumonia as acute or resolving. Tactile expertise is required to assess the vibrations, asymmetries, and excursions evoked through palpation and to determine whether a stimulus is suggestive of a malignancy, COPD, or pneumonia. Visual expertise is required to decode the wide variety of imaging studies available to pulmonologists. Diagnostic sounds, sensations, and sights are complex stimuli in which the difference between normal and abnormal findings is subtle. Interpreting them correctly is a difficult task that exemplifies expertise.

We gathered evidence for our claim that the visual expertise exercised by pulmonologists is similar, neurophysiologically, to other forms of visual expertise. We recorded the brain activity of pulmonologists and cardiologists as they categorized images of chest x-rays indicating lung disease (the pulmonologists’ expertise) and EKGs indicating common cardiovascular diagnoses (the cardiologists’ expertise). Our findings replicated those of researchers who have studied visual experts using this paradigm: The pattern of electrophysiological activity is qualitatively different when specialists examine images from their area of expertise than when they examine images for which they are simply competent.

This does mean that pulmonologists do not draw on their knowledge of anatomy, physiology, and the biological bases of disease when they are interpreting diagnostic stimuli; that their eye, ear, or hand is not guided by a particular hypothesis they are investigating, one based on a patient’s history, clinical presentation, and lab values—or a pattern among all three? The question is contentious. Scientists of vision, cognition, and neuroscience, in turns, present persuasive evidence that i) perception is directed at every stage by conceptual knowledge and the perceiver’s goals, or that ii) perception is unaffected by knowledge and goals, or that iii) perception is a discrete stage of processing that subsequently combines with conceptual knowledge to inform interpretation13-16. The purpose of this commentary is not to resolve that question. Instead, it is to show pulmonology educators that there is a perceptual component to interpreting diagnostic stimuli, and to urge them to address this in the curriculum.

There is a sophisticated body of theory and evidence on the development, training, and assessment of perceptual expertise, and our study provides a bridge from that literature to medical education. Perceptual expertise develops through years of consequential experience with a particular category of stimuli. Improvement in performance is instantiated at the neural level, and adaptations include the densification of neurons representing the stimuli, the tuning of these neurons’ receptive fields to the relevant features of the stimuli, and the appropriation of neural circuits specialized for complicated perceptual judgments.

Researchers have documented these changes by studying existing experts, but, perhaps more useful to medical educators, they also train participants to become perceptual experts. The approach is epitomized in the germinial work of Isabell Gauthier17. Stimuli are gathered that exemplify diagnostic features that differentiate findings. The stimuli are presented to trainees, first with labels (e.g., hyperresonant versus dull percussion sounds or fine versus coarse lung sounds), and second, without labels so that trainees can provide them. Feedback is then provided on the accuracy of the trainees’ categorizations. Training begins with gross distinctions and progresses to the subtle categorizations that characterize expertise as participants encounter hundreds of stimuli and make decisions with feedback.

We employed this straightforward procedure to train participants to discriminate harmless from suspicious skin lesions18. We were able to improve the ability of undergraduate psychology students—participants with no medical training and therefore little conceptual knowledge of the pathophysiology of the skin or clinical reasoning ability—to distinguish harmless from suspicious skin lesions. At the outset of the study, our participants’ ability to discriminate benign lesions from melanomas was less than chance; at the conclusion of training it was 95%. Their response bias response time, and sensitivity also improved substantially. This improvement was accomplished in four training sessions, spaced across four days, with each session lasting approximately 30-minutes. The improvements are remarkable given that the lesions we used in our post-test were not the images used in training or in our pre-test—a issue of design which is rarely followed in similar studies. The structured discrimination training distills months of clinical experience received during rotations into a much shorter duration and perhaps mimics the volume of experience a clinician acquires over years of practice.

Over the last several decades, medical educators have
become increasingly knowledgeable about educational theory and its empirical findings, and this knowledge has improved teaching practices. However, it has not improved the way that students and residents learn to interpret the diagnostic stimuli they gather through their senses. This is unfortunate. Perceptual expertise and perceptual learning are subjects of a robust body of literature that could enhance the acquisition of skills that are central to clinical practice. Traditionally, instructors have focused on imparting the conceptual knowledge, clinical reasoning, and procedural skills that underlie diagnosis. Each component is important; however, they are not more important that the tactile, auditory, and visual skills that are at the center of these diagnostic events. Researchers in the cognitive neurosciences have been successfully imparting perceptual skills for decades, and they have refined methods for doing so. Pulmonology educators should adopt these methods.
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